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III.l AERODYNAMICS 
The aerodynamic subroutines are concerned with forces and moments as 
they vary with flight condition and attitude. The main program calls four 
programs which could bro~dly be termed ap.rodynamic in nature, as listed in 
Table I II .1.1. These programs are of lengths indicated in the parentheses 
and call two others, CLIFT and DRAG, and this volume of the documentiltl.cn 
will ~e concerned with descriptions of all of lhese seven subroutines. 
111.1.1 Subroutine AERO -
Equivalent Flat Plate and Wetted Areas 
This subroutinr. is called by CTAER, and is principally concerned with 
a set of drag coefficients which are found by combining geometric descriptors 
with experimentally determined aerodynamics. 
Drag is assumed to be composed of profile drag, lift-induced drag, .:lI\d 
compressibility drag. Profile drag is the most complex portion, and for l'.:\ch 
airpl.lI1e component the corresponding drag coefficient takes the form 
where 
(lIL1.1) 
= gernnetry-dcpendent form factor 
CF = Mach number dependent skin friction coefficient at a reference 
7 Reynolds number of 10 
F (Re) - Rl'ynolds number correl<'ltion factor 
SIS "" ratio 01 ,'c-nponent area to wing reference area (fuselage and 
W 
nacelle wetted areas and lifting surface planform areas) . 
lII-l 
1 
-~- --.----
H 
H 
fVH 
I 
.... 
AER.,) - COt1PUT!::S COMPONENT EQUIVALENT FLAT PLATE rum WETTED Aru:AS AND PROFILE DRAG 
(130) 
AEROUT - PRINTS AND PLOTS LOW AND HIGH SPEED DRAG POLARS (170) 
CLIFT - DETERMINES LIFT COEFFICIENT OR ANG~-OF-ATTACK (40) 
DRAG - DETER.~INES DRAG COEFFICIENT (90) 
FLAPS - DETERMINES MAXIMUM LIFT COEFFICIENT AND DRAG INCREMENT FOR VARIOUS 
FLAP TYPES AND FLAP SETTINGS (350) 
CTAER - DETERMINES REQUIRED LIFT COEFFICIENT AND DRAG COEFFICIENT (50) 
IN CRUISE FLIGHT 
TABLE III .1.1 - SUBROUTINE STRUCTURE OF AERODYNM4IC CALCULATIONS 
111.1.1.1 Form Factors.-- Computation of the form factors begins with 
the equation defining the average thickness to chord ratio for the exposed 
wing, 
TC -
(TCR - SWF/B (TCR - TCT») • TERM + SLMTC! 
TERM + SLM 
(III.1.2) 
where 
- 1 - (S /8) (l-S ) WF LM 
TCR,TCT- thickness to chord ratios (root and tip) 
SWF - diameter of fuselage at wing, ft 
8 - wing span, ft 
SLM • taper ratio (tip chord/root chord) 
In terms of this dimensionless parameter, the wing form factor is 
CKW - 1.03(2. + 4. TC + 240. TC
4) (III.I.3) 
Other form factors may also be input and the computed value is overridde~ in 
GASP by a positive input value in this and subsequent form factor equations. 
The corresponaing factor for the vertical tail has the smne form, 
CKVT ... 2. + 4. TCVT + 240. TC!r (nI.lo4) 
The factor for the horizontal tail is modified by its location (low or high) 
on the vertical tail; Le., 
where SAH ... 0 
4 CKHT = (1 + .l(l-SAH)] (2. + 4.TCHT + 240.TCHT) (III.loS) 
for a low-tail geometry and S ... 1 AM for a T-tail geometry. 
III-l 
3 
The form factors for the nacelles and tip tanks (if any) are respectively 
CKTP • 1. + .0025 (AXIS/BXIS) + 60./(AXIS/BXIS)3 (111.1.7) 
where 
ELN • length of nacelle, ft 
DB~ • diameter of nacelle, ft 
AXIS - length of tip tank, ft 
aXIS • diamet~r of tip tank, ft 
For the fuselage, the corresponding factor is 
where 
ZLF - fuselage length, ft. 
(IILl.S) 
111.1.1.2 Skin Fri~~1on Coefficient.-- The skin friction coefficient is 
a !anction of both Mach number and Reynolds number (Figure 111.1.1). It is 
initially computed at a reference Reynolds number of 107 • At this Reynolds 
numbcr its Mach number dependence is approx~~ted by: 
.002944 - .000176 EM' EM < .4 
C - .00299 - .0003125 EM' .4.~ EM~ .92 FIN 
.0027, EM > .92 (III. 1.9) 
where EM is the Mach ~umber. This function varies nearly continuously over 
thc inter~al .0027 to .002944. 
II!. 1 
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Component Mach-dependent akin-friction coefficients at the reference 
Reynolds number are next defined as equal to C
rIN ' thia definition ia effec-
tive for wing, nacelle, fu,",-lage, vertic"l tail, horizontal tail, and tip ~_a:,Jt, 
and they are respectively denoted by C(JWI' CONI' COFI ' CDVTI ' CDHTI ' and 
COTIp • 
111.1.1.3 Reynolds Number Correction.--The akin friction coefficient of 
7 Section 111.1.2 is determined at a reference Reynolds number of 10. Effects 
of component Reynolds number of the skin friction coefficient are incorporated 
through the Prandtl-Schlichting turbulent flat plate skin friction equation. 
This results in the Reynolds number correction factor taking the general form 
of 
- [LOG {RE )/7J-2 . 6 
10 component (III.l..IO) 
The con;ponent Reynolds numbel." ~ s determined from the Reynolds number per foot 
(RELI) and a characteristic length. RELI is calculated at the design cruise 
conditions (HNCRU, EMCRU) and the characteristic lengtn is usually taken in 
the direction of the airflow. 
In t~he case of the fuselage, we have 
E~ • fuselage length (KCONFG"l) 
ELFCC - fuselage length excluding tail boom (KCONFG-l) 
and thus the fuselage Reynolds number is 
RFF -
III.l 
6 
(III. 1. ll) 
Similarly, other Reynolds nU2DbeJ:. are found •• 
RE -8M RELI • EL 8M (fuse lsge boom) (UI.l.12) 
11\1 
-RE 
• EL 1. LI N (nacelle) 
(III.l.ll) 
~~ RELI • CBARvr (vertical tail) (11I.1.14) 
RE HT - REJ~I • CBARwr (horizontal tail) (III.1.1S) 
RE -TP RELI • AXIS (tip tank) (III. 1. 16) 
where ELBM' ••• , AXIS, are characteristic lengths in the streamwise direction 
of the indica~ed ai:craft components. 
The Reynolds nwnbf'.:, \!orrection factor for each component then becomes 
FFRE • (LOG (RE )/7)-2.6 
10 F 
FBM • (LOG (RE )/7)-2.6 
RE 10 BM 
FNRE • [LOG (RE )/7)-2.6 
10 N 
FlIT -RE 
[LOG (~j/1)-2.6 
10 
-2 6 
FHT • (LOG IO (REHT,/7) • RE 
FLT • RE 
[LOG (RE )/7)-2.6 
10 TP 
(wing) 
(fuselage) 
(fuselage boom, if KCONFG-l) 
(nacelle) 
(vertical tail) 
(horizontal tail) 
(tip tanks) 
(IILl.17) 
(IILl.18) 
(IILl.l9) 
(!ILL 20) 
(!ILl-H) 
(lILl. 22) 
111.1.1.4 Profile Drag Coefficient.-- The profile drag coefficients of 
all aircraft components except the wing are obtained by summation, 
II!.l 
7 
(III.l. 23) 
where DEL is a fuselage incremental F' which may be input; DEL is an incremental FE e CD 
input dras coefficient, and GRCD is the exposed landing gear drag coefficient. 
This last term i~ included here only for fix~d landing gear configurations 
(IGEAR ~ O);for retractable gear configurations (IGEAR • 0) it is added in 
subroutine DRAG. 
Landing gear drag can be input as an equivalent flat plate area (Gru-'E) 
or the default value is computed as a function of gross weight, which is 
(III. 1.24) 
Wing profile drag is handled in subroutine DRAG; however, the product of two 
of the factors used in DRAG to compute the wing profile drag are computed in 
AERO: 
SA -CKW*FW 6 RE 
II!. 1 
8 
(III.1.25) 
iII.l.l.S Wetted Areas and Flat Plate Areaa.-- The next set of compu-
tations in the subroutine deal with component wetted areas and equjvale~t flat 
plate areas. The wetted area expressj~ns are all straightforward except for 
the wing which is 
where 
SWET - 2S -W W (S 2+s +1) 
LM LM 
~ wing area, sq ft 
SWF • fuselage diameter at wing, ft 
SLM = taper ratio of wing 
B - wing span, ft 
(III.l. 26) 
The wing wetted area of Equation (III.l.26) is derived in Appendix rItA. 
~he six component flat plate areas are listed next; for example, for the 
wing (W), 
where the four terms on the right have been defined. This function has the 
units of area and is proportional to the drag. The remaining five compon0nts 
are those associated with fuselage, vertical tail, ilorizontal tail, nacelles 
and tip tanks. The sum of these coefficients is eli..:::!" expressed as 
FE = FE + FE + FEVT + FE + FE + FE + DLTAFE W F HT N TP 
where the last term is 
DLTAFE - DELCO * Sw 
III.l 
9 
(IIl.l. 28) 
(III.l. ;>9) 
111.1.1.6 Concluding Computations.-- The Oswald efficiency factor, used 
to compute induced drag, is computed by 
(III. 1. 30) 
where wing-free profile drag coefficient 
wing profile drag coefficient 
2 The coefficient multiplying CL in the induced drag equation is next 
defined as 
SA7 • l./(PI • SEE • AR) (III. 1.31) 
This ~o~fficient is reduced if the aircraft carries tip tanks L \lSe of the 
effective increase in wing aspect ratio; i.e., in ~-~s case, 
(IIL1.32) 
where B has been defin~~ in Equation (111.1.7) XIS 
For fixed landing gear (JGEAR;O), FE 1.5 incremented by GRFE as given tn 
Equat10ns (111.1.28) 
FE - FE + GRFE (IILl.33) 
111.1.1.7 Comprensibility Drag Parameters.--The wing geometry enters 
into the next calculations with the specification of the tangent of the quarter 
chord sweep angle, 
T "" tan(~C4) 
IILl 
10 
(Ill. 1. 34) 
Following this i8 the paraMeter depending on the taper ratio 5LM , 
and sweep angles 
DLMp5 • ATAN(T - 4/AR(XCP5 - .~S)Y~OS) • RTOD (IlL 1. 36) 
D~X • ATAN[T - 4/AR(XCTCMX - .2S)YALE05) • RTOO (III.l.37) 
where 
• wing minimum pressure point ~n fraction of wing chord 
XCTCMX - wing maximum thickness pc,int in fraction of wing chord 
_ .35 for conventional airfoils 
• .40 for supercritica~ airfoils 
These points enter into th~ computation of one of the empirical compressibility 
parameters. 
SA2 - -.33(.65 - XCPS ) [1 + .0033(4.*D~s-3.*DLMTCX)J (IILl. 38) 
The sweep angle of the wing leading edge is then 
RLMLE • ATAN [T + YALEOS/ARJ (III.1.39) 
and this is follO\';ed by the deUni tion 
(Ill. 1.40) 
Three more of the compressibility drag parameters are then defined as follows: 
III .1 
11 
SAl - (1 + ,033(4.*D~S - 3.*DLMTCX») 
* (1. - 1.4*TC - .06(1. - SCPS)} - .0368 (III. 1.41) 
(II!. 1.42) 
and 
SA4 • .75 * TC (111.1.43) 
111.1.2 Subroutine AEROUT ~ 
Drag Polar Computation and Plots 
While this is an apparently long subroutine, the major part of it is 
concernEd with the graphical presentati~n of routine lift-jrag relationships. 
Thus, low speed and cruise polars are computed by calls to the subroutines 
CLIFT and DRAG using as input the Mach nwnber .u\d certain gross geometr ic 
characteristics of the aircraft. The coefficients of lift and drag are then 
plotted with angle of attack as the independent parameter in the usual drag 
polar format. That is, either the lift coefficient is specified and the angle 
of attack and drag coefficient are found, or the angle of attack is specified, 
and both lift and drag coefficients are found, In either case, CL is then 
plotted on the vertical axis as the dependent variable with CD as the indepm.Jent 
variable. 
!f the input flag NPC is greater than 1, the aircraft is in a cruise 
configuration, and the Cl.'l.1Iputations between statements 1 and 50 deal with the 
determinat~on ~f the drag coefficient as both lift coefficient and M3ch nwnber 
are independently varied. The outer loop varies CL from .1 to .5, and at each 
II!. 1 
12 
value the inner loop varies the Mach number ~ from .S t~ .8S. Fo= each 
combination (CL, XEM) the subroutines CLIFT, DRAG r~turn the quantiti~s 
ACD(I, J) • drag coefficient (Cx. ' XEM' 
ZLOD • lift to drag ratio 
CLALPH :a lift curve slope, per rae. 
ALPHa 
- angle of attack, deg. 
If the input flag NPC - 2, the angle of attack is the independent 
variable at ten values from -2 degrees to 16 degrees, and Mach is constant at 
.15. For each value, the subroutines CLIFT and DRAG return lift and drag 
coefficients in the three flight conditions, 
IL • 1: low spE'ed cruise configuration 
IL = 2: gear up take-off configuration 
I ... 3: gear up approach configuration 
L 
The lift and drag arrays are tilen 
ACL1(IL, K) - lift c0efficient (IL, ALPHA) 
ACD1(IL, K) = drag coefficient (IL, ALPHA) 
The final portion of the subroutine is concerned with the plotting of the 
drag polars. First, the drag coefficient is plotted versus Mach nwnber for 
eight constant values of lift coefficient. These correspond to the <::'7"\!lSC 
configuration. Finally, the lift drag polar is drawn at low Mach number in 
the three flight conditions defined by the indicator I L. 
IlLl 
13 
111.1.2.1 Subroutine CLIFT - Wing-Alone Lift Coeffic~.-- This 
subrout' le relates the lift coefficient and angle of attack of the wing alone. 
Either the lift coefficient or the angle of attack can be input, and the other 
is determined, for the appropriate cruise, take-off or approach, and landing 
configuration. The input flag ILIFT takes one of six values, reflecting 
these various possibilities; i.e., 
ILIFT .. 1: compute CL at cruise from ALPHA 
,. 2: compute CL at take-off from ALPHA 
,. 3: compute CL at approach from ALPHA 
= 4: Compute ALPHA at cruise from CL 
= 5: Compute ALPHA at take-off from CL 
"" 
6: Compute ALPHA at approach from CL 
The lift coefficient and angie of attack are linearly related by the 
slope CL
ALPH
• Lift increments are those due to flap deflection (DELCL) 
tUn to a multiplier for ground-effect (KCLGE ). These are set equal to 0 and 
1, resper.tively, at the start of the subroutine. The first computation is 
that for the lift-curve slope, 
where 
2 
- AR/[2 COS(RLMC4 )] 
2 
= 1 - [EM * COS(~~C4)] 
AR • aspect ratio of wing 
IILl 
14 
(IlL1.44) 
(II1.1.45) 
(IlL I. 46) 
RLMC4 • quarter chord sweep angle, rad 
EM • flight Mach number 
In the cruise configuration, neither flap effect nor ground effect is 
significant, and I LIFT • 1 or 4. When I LIFT • 1, ALPHA is ilput, and the 
cruise lift coefficient is given by 
CLOGE • CLALPH(ALPHA - ALPHLO) (.0174533) + DELCL (1II.1.47) 
wher«: 
ALPHA • angle of attack, deg (input) 
ALPHLO • zero lift angle of attack, deg (input) 
This will be the lift coefficient returned unless CLOGE exceeds CLMAX = 2. 
In this case, the maximum angle of attack is computed as 
ALPHA = ALPHLO + (CLMAX - DELCL ) / (. 01745 ,. CLALPH ) (II 1.1. .Ii!) 
and the lift coefficient returned is 
(III.L49) 
When ILIFT = 4, and the cruise lift coefficient is input, the program 
computes, 
(IIl.l. 50) 
where the right side reduces to CL, since KCLGE " 1 and DEL .. O. CL 
Then, if this is less than CLMAX , the corresponding angle of attack is given 
by 
IILl 
15 
ALPHA • ALPtiLO + (CL - DELCL)/(KCLGE CLALPH .01745) (IILL 51) 
If ILIFT - 2 or 5, the take-off configuration requires consideration of 
both flaps and ground effect and of the parameter HOB. This is the altitude 
of th~ aircraft mac as measured in wing spans, and it enters into the compu-
tation of the fa<.:tor 
KCLGE - 1.005 + C3 (.0021l - .0003(AR - 3») (IlI.1.52) 
where 
C3 - exp (5.2(1 - tlOB») (III.lo53) 
For typical aspect ratios, this equation shows that CKLGE varies between 
1.005 and 1.5, approximately, with the larger values occurring at low alti-
tude (HOB = 0). 
If ILIFT = 2, and angle of attack is input, the lift coefficient is 
again found using Equation (111.1.47). Otherwise I L1FT=5, and the angle of 
attack is again computed according to Equation (111.1.51), where DEL =DCL CL TO 
and CLMAX = CLMXT) are appropriate to the take-off configuration. 
If ILIFT = 3 or 6, as for the approach configuration, the computations 
use different values for the quantities, 
DEL CL 
CLMAX 
= DCLLD 
but otherwise the same as for the take-off configuration. 
II!. 1 
16 
(IILL 54) 
(III.loS5) 
111.1.2.2 Subroutine DRAG - Total Aircraft Drag Coefficient.-- Th~8 
subroutine is concerned with the total aircraft drag coefficient at a given 
flight condition and configuration. Profile drag, induced drag, and compressi-
bility drag contributions are found, ar~ ground effects, flap defleccion effects 
and landing gear effects are included when appropriate. These flight conditions 
are distinguished by the calling parameter I DRAG , as defined below. 
I DRAG Flight Condition 
I Cruise, gear up 
2 Take-off, gear down 
3 Landing, gear down 
4 Cruise, gear down 
5 Take-off flaps down, gear up 
6 Landing flaps down, gear up 
7 Cruise, gear down 
8 Approach flaps, gear up 
Other input call parameters are the Mach number EM, dimensionless height above 
ground, HOB, and lift coefficient, CL' and return quantities are drag divC'rqence 
Mach number EMO and drag coefficient CD. 
In the "clean" configuration (IORAG = 1), the aircraft drag coeffici('I,t 
is expressed as 
Profile Compressibility Induced 
II!. 1 
17 
where 
SAS • profile drag of all components except the wing (excludes 
landing gear if retractable) (from AERO) 
• wing fOl'tll factor x Reynolds number correction factor 
(see AERO) 
COWl • wing skin frict:on coefficient 
OELCOM • compressibility term (see below) 
SA7 • 1/'" ARe (from AERO) 
The wing profile drag may be expressed as a function of lift coefficient by 
multiplying the wing reference skin friction coefficient (COWl • CFIN, from 
AERO) by an additional correction factor, C~DR, which is a function of lift 
coefficient. Values for COCDR, along with corresponding table values of lift 
coefficient, CLS, must be input by the us<::r. If COCDR is not input, it is 
assumed to be 1.0 for all lift coefficients. 
The correction factor CDCOR represents the ratio of the actual clean wing 
pr.o1 U e drag at some lift coet ficient to the profile drag of the wing at the 
angle of attack for minimum profile dray. Typical values for COCDR are illustra-
ted in Fl.gure III.1.2. Also illustrated in a set of values for COCDR which woul;:! 
be representative of a laminar flow wing. Values less than !.O are appropriate 
in the "drag bucket" since the skin friction coefficient is computed assuming 
fully turbulent flow (sec AERO) • 
The compressibility dr~q term DELCDM ' is given by 
IILl 
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DEL • COM 
0, othaN isc (ULL 56) 
where (ULL 57) 
• drag divergence Mach number 
The factors SAl and SA2 are computed in AERO. SCFAX is a factor which may be 
input (as SCFAC) to shift the drag divergence Mach number of the airfoil, 
Figure (111.1.3) 
For I DRAG = 2, flaps and landing gear are down, and the drag coefficient 
is expressed as the sum of five terms, 
where 
and 
(III.1. 58) 
DEL • parasite drag coefficient increment due to trailing edge CDF 
flaps, from FLAPS 
DEL • COG parasite drag increment due to landing gear, equal to GReD , 
as found in AERO 
SIGMA • induced drag correction factor, from FLAPS 
DELCL • incremental lift due to flaps, from FLAPS 
VDEL6 .. wing efficiency correction factor due to change in span-
wise lift caused by flap deflection, from FLAPS 
2 1/2 
KCDIGE" l.U.1 + 5.55 * HOB - [29.8(110B + .02) + .817] 
II!. 1 
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(IILl.59) 
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FIGURE II!.l. 3 - SCHE:·tATIC l-L~EL OF SUPERCRITICAL AERODYNAMICS 
This last expression is to be used only when in ground effect (HOB ~ .88, 
approximatoly) since the next line of the subroutine sets KcOIGE ~ 1, if this 
function is greater than 1. 
The final lines of ORAG involve the ccntribution of. the nacelle drag 
CD • CD + COOAC (II 1.1. (,0) 
wherc CONAC is defined in subroutine ENGSZ when KNAC • 1. 
III.1. 3 Subroutine CTAER' Cruise Aerodynamics 
The cruise-drag computation, as indicated in Tao1e 111.1.1, is perfo~cd 
in the 50-card subroutinc CTAER, which itself calls on ~~~, CLIFT, and DRAG. 
Each of these subroutines has already been described in previous pages of 
this section, ~hile CTAER itself is concerned only with details of the compu-
tation. 
The cruise drag is found (\5 a function (If cruise Mach number and altitude 
which a~e specified. The subroutine finds the angle of attack required to 
balance lift and weight. The drag (or thrust required) is found at this cqui-
librium flight condition. 
The cruise lift coefficient is given as a function of angle of attack in 
subroutine CLIFT, While the drag coefficient is obtained by calling AERO and 
DRAG, which combine several dr.ag components as described in prior sections of 
this chapter. 
The cruise weight option is "ecificd by the indicator IOC, such that is 
IOC .. 1, the weight W is input through the UNIV common block. Otherwise, tllt! 
ratio of cruise weight to design gross weight (RWCRTO) and gross weight 
togethel· imply W: 
W I: WG * RW TO CRTO (III. 1.(1) 
IXLl 
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At statement 6, the subr'outine TPALT provides various physical charac-
ter10tics of the atmos~here as ':"uctions of the qeometric altitude, HN• 
The static pressure, P , speed of sound, ASONO, and velocity V , are 
o 0 
found in the required un.L t9, for the input valup.s of al ti tude and Mtlch number, 
and the lift coefficient required for cruise is calculated AR 
CLREQ • W/(. 7 SREF Po S~) IlL1.62) 
where SMN ic the ~; '1 number. ThE. subroutine CLIFT then returns the angle 
of attack AO required in this cruise confiquration. 
The subroutines AERO and ORAG then return the corresponding drag coef-
ficient, Co' following which the cruis,1 lift 3nd drag are found as 
2 
ZL • • '7 CL SMN SREF (IlL I. 63) 
ORG .. ~L/ZLQD (IILL 64) 
where their ratio is ZLQO = CL/Co' 
111.1.4 Subroutine FLAPS -
Fl~~ Aerodynamic, Geometric, and Weight Characteristics 
This subroutine is called by the main program and by two others (APPFLP 
and RGBAL) and it calls only the u~ility programs related to the current flight 
conditions and to interpolation of tabular data. The major portion of the 
subroutine is developed from a technical paper published by K. L. Sanders in 
May 1969, in the Journal of the Society of Aeronautical Weights Engineers. 
"he purpose of the subroutine is the computation of aerodynamic, geometric, and 
weight characteristics of wing high-lift devices. A major output is the maximum 
IILl 
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lift coe.fficient CLMAX of the aircraft in the take-off or landing configuration. 
Parasitt1 dx-aq increments due to flap deflection are .\lso found, as are flap 
areas and weights. 
Aerodynamic lift and drag data for a refer.ence or baseline wing are known 
for various types of high-lift devices, and the program is chiefly concerned 
with the computation of correction factors, as applied to the reference wirlg 
configuration. Seven different flap types may be simulateJ as ~ndicated by 
the input v.lriable JFLTYP: 
JFLTYP .. 1, plain 
-
2, split 
-
3, single slotted 
• 4, double slotted 
-
5, triple slotted 
a 6, Fowler 
.. 7 . double slotted Fowler 
The first third of the program listing is devoted to common card statc-
ments, comments and input data tabulations. This ig followed by the GO TO 
staternC:1t depending on the input flag Nrc. These options are briefly described 
as 
NPC - 2: Compute sensitivity factors leading to lift, 
drag charactoristics for specific choice of 
flap 
NPC - 4: Compute flap lift and drag as flap deflection 
varied by subroutine APPFLF 
IlL 1 
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111.1.4.1 Computation of Airplane Geometry Lift and Drag Correction 
Factors. The basic standard wing has both flaps and leading C!dge slats, neither 
of which is deflected in ~e reference configuration. The reference wing is 
assu~ed to have a thickness ratio of .10, and an aspect ratio of 12. It is 
unswept and untapered, and has a trailing edg~ flap chord ratio of .3 and d 
leading edge slat chord ratio of .15, both of which extend over the whole 
rhe reference Reynolds number and Mach nwM)er are 6 x 106 and 0 respectively. 
The maximum airplane lift coefficient is expressed as the sum of four terms, 
cLMAX • (RCLi\MX V L.'\Ml V LAM 2 + DeLM'rE V LAM 3 • VLAM8 
where 
+ DCLMLE VLAM9 •.• VLAMl2 1 VLAMIJ VLAM14 + DELCLF UIL!. 65) 
RCLMAX ~ input reference maximum lift coefficient for basic wing 
OCLMTE 
DCLMLE 
DELCLF 
V LAM I 
D input trailing edqe flap lift increment for flap type at 
optimum f L.lp deflection 
• input leadinq edqe slat lift increment for leading edyc type 
at optilnum le,lllinq t'liqe deflection 
• fuselage lift incremcnt 
= sensitivity to variations from reference values for flaps 
and slats, I = 1 to 14 (correction factors) 
The first two correction factors relate to the wing aspect ratio and ~,ick-
ness, and the next six (VLAM3 to VLAMS ) correct for flap geometry and defle,~tion 
and for wing sweep. Similarly, VLAM9 to VLAM12 are used to account for 
vari~tions in slat geometry and deflection, and the last two, VLAM13 and VIAM14' 
correct for Reynolds number and Mach number deviations from thet. rcfcr<.'llcc 
values. 
These correction factors are determined by successive calls to the inter-
polation routine ITRLN and BIV. For example, for VLAM1 : 
IlLl 
2S 
CALL ITRLN (AARW, ALAMl, AR, vtAMl, NARW) 
where MaW • input array of wing aspect ratios from 0 to 20, NARW in numhe~ 
ALAMl • corresponding input array of sensitivities of max~um lift 
coeffici~nt to aspect ratio, NARW in number 
AR • actual input value of wing aspect ratio (COMMON/UNIV/) 
VLAMl a sensitivity of clean wing maximum lift coefficient to wing 
aspect ratio, AR 
NARW .. number of data points in table AARW vx. ALAMl 
Subsequent calls to ITRLN and B!V generate corrections for the following 
effects 
V LAM 2 = sensitivity of clean wing CLMAX to wing thickness to chord 
ratio 
V
LAM3 
= sensitivity of flap clean wing C
LMAX 
to wing aspect ratio 
VLAM4 = sensitivity of flap clean wing CLMAX slope to wing thickness 
to chord ratio. This is a function of flap type 
V LAM 5 = sensitivity of flap clean wing CLMAX to wing flap to chord 
ratio (function of flap type) 
VLAM6 = sensitivity of flap clean wing CLMAX to wing flap deflection 
(function of flap type) 
V
LAM7 
Q sensitivity of flap clean wing CLMAX to wing flap span 
V
LAM8 
D sensitivity of flap clean wing C
LMAX 
to wing sweep angle 
3 
0: cos (SWPQC) 
VLAM9 = sensitivity of slat clean wing CLMAX to slat chord 
= 6.65 * CLEOC 
IILl 
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(III.lo66) 
(III.lo67) 
VLAMlO .. sensitivity of clean wing CLMAX to slat deflection angle 
V!.AMll .. sensitivity of slat clean wing CLMAX to slat span 
VLAMl2 OIl sensitivity of slat clean wing CLMAX to leading edge swecpback 
3 
- cos (SWPLE - 5/57.29) (IILl.68) 
C is computed at the unaccelerated stall speed of the airplane corres-LMAX 
ponding to CLMAX • This is accomplished oy an iteration on stall speed: at 
each stall speed the Reynolds number (V LriM13) and 11ach number (V LAM14) corn~ction 
factors are determined. Using these factors CLMAX is computed and based on 
this C
LMAX 
a new stall speed is calculated. The iteration continues until the 
stall speed converges. 
The incremental lift due to trailing edge devices is given by: 
DeL = DCLMTE V LAM 3 ••• V LAM 8 V LAMl3 V LAM14 
Further computations deal with the modifications to the drag coefficient, as 
implied by the following factors: 
VOELl = sensitivity of flap COM1N to flap chord ratio (functions of 
flap size 
VOEL2 
.. s.':msitivity of flap COM1N to flap angle, function of flap type 
VOEL3 = sensitivity of flap COM1N to partial flap span 
VOEL4 
.. sensitivity of flap COM1N to flap hinge line sweepback 
.. cos (SWP FHL) (IILL 69) 
VOEL5 
:; sensitivity of COM1N to fuselage width to span ratio, 
... l. 
- FWOB (IILL 7u) 
VOEL6 .. sensitivity of span efficiency factor to flap angle 
III.l 
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Sensitivities not followed by equations are determined by interpolation or 
tabular input data, as was done for the lift coefficient increments. The 
result of cunbinillg these expressions is the increlnental drag coefficient 
DCO ,. DCO OTE V DELl • VOEL5 ' incremental parasitic drag 
coefficient, due to trailing edge devicp.s 
The empirical flap efficiency factors, SI~O and SIGMLD are detelmined as 
functions of flap deflection for the take-off (IFLAP - 1) and landing (n'LAP 
- 2) configurations respectively. This relationship is illustrated in Fiqure 
IIt.l.4) 
IILl. 4. 2 Flap Weight Estimation. The flap weight is assumed to be a 
function of the flap type, flap area, and des;l.gn flap airspeed. The flap 
ar('a (rat~oed to th,! wing area) is computed ':ro~ the wing geometry: 
where z ~ root chord at wing centerline, ft. 
CFoc ~ ratio, flap chord to wing chord 
BTEOB = ratio, flap span to wing span 
FWOB = ratio, body diameter at quarter chord to wing span 
(III.l.7l) 
BENGOB ratio, total engine diameter to wing span, for wing mounted 
engines 
The design airspeed of the flaps is assumed to be 
VFLAP • 1.B VSTALL (III.1.72) 
where VSTALL is the stall speed in knots corresponding to CLMAX in the landing 
configuration. 
__ ___ · ... __ .~4_.~. __ ~~ _____ ~_ . __ 
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Flap w~ights are represented a8 one of the following functions, depending 
on the flap type, JFLTYP • 1 to 7. 
JFLTYP - 1; Plain Flaps 
(III .1. 73) 
JFLTYf - 2; Split flaps 
.369 WCFLAP ~ v· 2733 .... FLAP FLAP 
(III.l.74) 
JFLTYP - ),4,5: Single, double or triple slotted flaps 
(IlL I. 75) 
JFLTYP = 6, 7: Fowler or double slotted Fowler flaps 
W w~ sl.l9(V /100 )2.38 FLAP -.595 
FLAP - -FLAP FLAP FLAP· N 
(III.1.76) 
where WCFLAP = [.62 1 1.0, .733, 1.2, 1.32, .633, .6781] - variation with 
JFLTYP of flap weight factor or may be input 
SFLAP = SFLAPS * S = flap area 
FLAPN • 1. ~ number of flap segments per wing panel 
The weight of the leading edge devices is given by the function: 
WLED = 3.28 s~l3 
III.l 
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(IlL I. 77) 
where SLE is the leading edge slat area and the total weight of "high-lift 
devices" is the swn 
w • W + W HLDEV FLAP LED (11I.1.78) 
111.1.4.3 Allowable Flap Reflection on Approach. The final section of FLAPS 
is used only d\uing engine sizing when FLAPS is called by hPPFLP with NPC = 4. 
FlAPS computes the incremental flap lift and drag coefficients and CLMAX 
corresponding to an approach flap angle specified by APPFLP. Since engine 
sizing occurs only after the flap characteristics have already been determined, 
it is not necessary to recompute most of the correc:tion factors (VLAM, VOEL), 
and thus these sections of the program are bypassed when NPC • 4. Only th~ 
factors which are explicit functions of flap deflection are recomputed 
(VLAM6, VOEL2, VDEL6). In addition, an empirical flap efficiency factor, 
SIGMAP, is determined from the flap angle specified by APPFLP. 
111.1.4.4 Subroutine APPFLP. This subroutine determines an approach flap 
deflection by calling FLAPS with NPC c 4 such that the corresponding approach 
lift coefficient is a specified fraction of the landing lift coefficient. The 
FAA regulation 25.121 requires that the approach stall speed cannot exceed 
1.1 times the landing stall speed, and this implies a specifi~ flap deflection; 
i. e. , 
where AI' and LD denote "approach" and "landing" values, respectively. The 
landing value of CLMAX has been previously computed by the program, and 
subroutine APPFLP returns the flap deflection DFLAP, as found by numerical 
interpolation, that provides the appropriate approach CLMAX . 
III.l 
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AI'PENDIX III-A 
WING WETTED AREA DERIVATION 
./ SSLOCKED ( ONE SIDE OF 
/' WING ONLY) 
The exposed wing w~tted area is 
where it is assumed that the fuselage cOl\lpletely blocks the area shaded. Now 
and for a wing with single taper 
substituting 
Now 
.. 2 CR SWF (1 + s~ (A - 1) 
II!.l 
A-l 
so that 
therefore 
S • BLOCKED [
3 C SWF 
2 '2---- (1 
(l+X- ..L 1+X 
SWF 
+-2B (A-i'] 
3 -
- C S (If-X) S 2 WF SWF 
BLOCKED • A+1 +A<X+l1 -A [1 -4- 2B (X-1) J 
SWET 
W 
• 2[% C SWF' (1; ~ [1 + SWF ( -1) 1] }~ .. 1+X +X-X 2B 
• 2 [ % C sWF (~ + X.> [1 + Swr (X - 1) 1] 
X +,\ +l 2B 
.. 2S - 3CS - (1" ~) [1 + S2WFB (,\ - 1)] W WF \2 \ 1\ +1\+1 
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111.2 AERODYNAMICS MODEL USER'S MANUAL 
The aerodynamics subroutines are called in the followLng order, in the 
typical application of program MAIN: 
1. FIAPS - Lift and drag dependence on wing geometry 
2. CTAER - Cruise lift and drag computation 
3. AEROUT - Drag polar v~riation with flight condition 
As described in earlier sections of this volume, subroutines CLIFT and 
DRAG ar,! also called by CTAER and AEROUT, and these various subroutines may 
be separated from one another by a number of other programs which are described 
in other volumes of this study. 
The aerodynili~ic input par~~~ters are very large in number because of the 
large number of geometrically and operationally independent possibilities in 
aircraft design. In this user's manual, the ~nput and output quantities of 
each subroutine are listed, with their appropriate units, in alphabetic order. 
Subroutines covered in this manner are 
Table IIL2.1 - Subroutine AERO Input 
III.2.2 - Subroutine AERO Output 
III.2.3 - Subroutine AEROUT Input 
nI.2.4 - Subroutine AEROUT Output 
III.2.S - Surboutine CLIFT Input 
III.2.6 - :,ubroutine CLIFT Output 
III. 2. 7 - Subroutine DRAG Input 
III.2.8 - Subroutine L'RAG Output 
III.2.9 - Subroutine C'TAER Input 
III.2.l0 - Subroutine CTAER Output 
III. 2 
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Table 111.2.11 - Subroutine FLAPS Input 
111.2.12 - Subroutine FLAPS Output 
111.2.13 - Subroutine APPFLP Input 
III.2.14 - Subroutine APPFLP output 
III. 2 
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VARiABLE 
AH 
AXIS 
B 
BXIS 
CBARlIT 
CBAR"r 
CLARW 
DHARN 
!JELCD 
LJELFE 
DLMC4 
l.LFFC 
!·J~LI 
.;CFAC 
TABLE III. 2.1 SUBROUTINE AERO - INPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
tlSIl(.'ct ratio 
length of tip tank, ft 
Wing span, ft 
diameter of tip tank, ft 
mean aerodynamic chord of':lorizonta1 tail, ft 
mac of vertical tail, ft 
mac of wing, ft 
dvcrage nacelle diameter, ft 
drag coefficient increment 
incremental effective flat plate area of fuselage, sq ft 
quarter chord sweep of wing, deg. 
incremental wetted area/wing area 
lc.1gth of tail boom, f t 
f Isclage length, ft 
tuselage length minus tail boom length, ft 
nucelle length, ft 
landing geilr configurcltion 
fuselage configuration 
n.lcelle drag estimaticlfl flag (0, 1, or 2) 
!{cynollis number per foot 
rcl.:ltivt! posj, ion of horizontal tail position 
factor on shift of jrclg divergence Mach number for 5upeL-
cri tical airfoil 
fuselage wetted arza 
III. 2 
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VARIABLE 
SHT 
SLM 
SMN 
SN 
STIP 
SVT 
SW 
SWBM 
SWF 
TC 
TCHT 
TCVT 
WG 
TABLE III.2.1 SUBROUTINE AERO - INPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
ho~izontal tail planform area, sq ft 
taper ratio of wing 
Mach munber 
nacelle wetted area, sq ft 
tip tank wetted area, sq ft 
vertical tail planform area, sq ft 
wing planform area, sq ft 
tail boom wetted area, sq ft 
fuselage width, ft 
average thickness to chord ratio ~f wing 
thickness to chord ratio of horizont~l tail 
thickness to chord ratio of vertical tail 
CJross weight, lb 
Itl.2 
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TABLE III. 2. 2 SUBROUTINE AERO - OUTPUT 
VAR I ABLE DESCRIPTION 
CB/\I\.1-' lL'rodyn.ll1lic cleanliness coefficient: 
CDNI ·;kin friction coefficient of nacelle 
CFIN :;kin friction coefficient at Re = 107 
CIT form factor of fuselage 
CKlIT fllrm factor of horizontal tail 
CKN t ,,)rm factor of nacelle 
CKTP torm f.lctor of tip tank 
CKVT !""ll'm factor of vertical tail 
CKW Il)nn factor of wing 
CKWX Corm factor of wing 
DLTAFE lIlCreIDcntal equivalent flat plate area, sq ft 
EM ~1,lCh numl)l'r 
FE total equivalent flat plate are~, sq ft 
FEF fuselage equivalent flat plate area, sq ft 
FEIIT hurizontal equivalent flat plate area, sq ft 
F!:N 
FET£' 
Fi:VT 
CH.eD 
CIU'E 
SAl-4 
~;J\r), 6 
ll,\celle equivalent flat plate area, sq ft 
lip tank equivalent flat plate area, sq ft 
v.,'rlical tail l'quivi.lh'nt fl..1t plate area, sq ft 
1.md11llJ gear drag coefficient 
lllCrcmcntal landing gear equivalent flat plate array, 
~;'l f t 
~umpressibility drag factors 
profile drag p.lramctcrs 
IlI.2 
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TABLE I I I • 2. 2 SUBROUTINE AERO - OUTPUT 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
SA7 
SEE 
SWET 
SWETF 
SWETH 
SWETIC 
SWETV 
XCKN 
supcrcritic.ll .lirfoil parameter (SCFAC) 
oswald efficiency factor 
total wctted area, sq f~ 
fuselage wetted area, sq ft 
horizontal tail wetted area, sq ft 
increment in wetted area, sq ft 
vcrtical tail wetted area, sq ft 
wing wetted area, sq ft 
form factor of nacelle 
III. 2 
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VARIABLE 
ACL 
ALP II 1..0 
AM 
AR 
CLALPH 
DLMC4 
EHCRU 
Nrc 
TABLE III. 2. 3 SUBROtrrlNE AEROUT - INPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
~rr~y of lift coefficients 
zero lift angle of ~ttack, deg 
drr~y of Mdch numbers 
aspect latio 
lift curve slope, per rad 
quarter chord sweep angle, deg. 
cruise Mach number 
dltitude in wing spans 
= 1, c~lcul~te only low speed polar 
= 2, calculate cruise polar and low speed polar 
= 3, calculate only cruise polar 
= 4, calculate and plot bot~ polars 
Ill. 2 
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VARIABLE 
AACD 
AACDl 
MCL 
ACD 
ACDl 
ACLl 
EM 
CLOD 
TABLE I! I. 2.4 SUBROUTINE AEROUT - OUTPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
array of drag coefficients 
array of drag coefficients 
array of lift coefficients 
array of drag coefficients 
array of drag coefficients 
array of lift coefficients 
Mach number 
array of lift to drag ratios 
IIL2 
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, 
VAR I ABLE 
ALPHA 
ALPHLO 
AR 
CL 
CLM.XLD 
CLMXTO 
DCLLD 
[X'LTO 
DINC4 
11\'13 
ILlFT 
TABLE Ill. 2. S SUBROUT INE CLIFT .- ! NPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
angle of attack, deg 
zero lift angle of attack, deg 
aspect ratio 
lift coefficient 
maximum lift coefficient in landing configuration 
maximum lift coefficient in takeoff configuration 
landing lift coefficient increment 
takeoff lift coefficient increment 
quarter chord sweep angle, deg 
frut' stream r-tdch number 
dltitude measured in wing spans 
= 1, 2, 3 - compute CL from ALPHA 
= ,1, 5, 6 - compute ALPHA from CL 
III. 2 
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VARIABLE 
ALPHA 
CL 
CIALl'H 
--, ---
TABLE III.2.6 SUBROUTINE CLIFT - OUTPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
anqlc of dtt.lck, dcg. 
lift 
lift 
coefficient 
curve slope, per rad 
III. 2 
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TABLE I I I • 2. 7 SUBROUTINE DRAG - INPUT 
VAR I ABLl! DESCRIPTION 
AC[)CLJR 
ACLS 
CDNAC 
CFIN 
CKWX 
CL 
OCDAPP 
OCDLD 
DeDTO 
OCU\PP 
OCJ.LD 
DeLTO 
EM 
GRCD 
HOB 
IDAAG 
KN/\C 
l\.'WCD 
5Al-7 
.1rr.1Y of r.1tio of winq tJrofJ.le drag coefficient to 
minimum drolg 
array of lift coefficients, dimension KWCD 
nacelle drag coefficient 
skin friction coefficient at RE • 10 million 
wing form factor 
lift coefficient 
drag coefficient increment in approach configuration 
drag coefficient increment in landing configuration 
drag coefficient increment in takeoff configuration 
lift coefficient increment in approach configur.ation 
lift coefficient increment in landing configuration 
lift coefficient increment in takeoff configuration 
Mach nu~er 
drag coefficient of landing gear 
altitude in wing spans 
= 1 to 8, flight condition at which drag is calculated 
c 0, nacelle drag accounted for in engine performance 
= 1, nacelle drag part of aero drag, computed when 
engine !3izcd 
= 2, nacelle drag part of aero drag, based on input 
n.:lcelle size 
number of points in wing profile drag table 
1 to 4, compressibility drag factors 
5 and 6, profile drag parameters 
III. 2 
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VARIABLE 
SCFAX 
SIGMAP 
srGMLD 
SIGHTO 
VDELGA 
VDEL6L 
VDEL6T 
TABLE I! I • 2. 7 SUBROUTINE DRAG - INPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
7, induced dr.lg paramet.er 
supercritical airfoil par.lmeter 
empirical induced-drag correction factor, approach 
configuration 
empirical induced-drag correction factor, landing 
configuration 
empirical induced-drag correction factor, take-off 
configuration 
efficiency factor correction factor for approach flaps 
efficiency factor correction fac~or for landing flaps 
efficiency factor correction factor for take-off flaps 
III. 2 
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VARIABLE 
CD 
EMD 
TABLE lII.2.8 SUBROUTINE DRAG - OUTPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
drag coefficient 
drag rise Mach number 
III.2 
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, 
VARIABLE 
AD 
ALPHLO 
Aft 
CLALPH 
DLMC4 
FPMN 
It 
IOC 
RWCRTX 
SW 
WG 
WGS 
TABLE I II. 2.9 SUBROUTINE CTAER - INPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
angle of attack, degrees 
zero lift angle of attack, deg 
aspect ratio 
lift curve slope, per rad 
quarter chord sweep angle, deg 
Mach number, ~sed in fixed pitch propeller option 
altitude, ft 
reference area flag 
ratio of cruise weight to design gross weight 
wing area, sq ft 
gross weight at take-off, lb 
wing loading, Ib per ~q ft 
III. 2 
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VARIABLE 
DRG 
PO 
kELI 
W 
ZL 
ZLQD 
TABLE I II. 2.10 SUBROUTINE CTAER - OUTPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
cruise drag, 1b 
stdtic pressure, Ib per sq ft 
H~ynolds number per ft 
current aircraft weight, 1b 
cruise lift, 1b 
lift to drag ratio in cruise 
III. 2 
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TABLE I II. 2.11 SUBROUTINE FLAPS - INPUT 
VAR I ABLE DESCRIPTION 
MRW 
ABFOB 
ABLEOB 
ABTEOB 
ACFOC 
ADCLTE 
ADELCL 
ADELFD 
ADELTO 
lillI..:L2 
I\DEL) 
AFWOB 
ALAHl 
AU,\!'1) 
lU A'14 
array of wing aspect ratlo 
array of flap sp.Ut to wing span ratios 
array of leading edge slat span to ~ing span ratios 
array of trailing edge device span to wing span ratios 
array of flap chord to wing chord ratios 
array cf root chord to body length ratios 
array of flap-induced drag coefficients 
array of flap-~nduccd lift coefficients 
array of lift coefficient increments 
array of flap deflections, deg 
array nf optimum flap deflections for dlffet'ent flap typ, 
~rray of flap chord correction on drag (JFLTYP > 2) 
array of flap chord correction on drag {JFLTYP ~ 2) 
array of flap angle correction on drag 
array of flap span cor.rection on drag 
array of flap angle correction of Oswald efficiency fact(l 
array of wingjbody diameter ratios for fuselage drag 
increment 
sensitivity of maximum wi~g lift coefficient to aspect 
r.lt~o 
sensitivi ty of maximum wing lift coefficient to thi cknes:; 
to chord ratio 
sensitivity of maximu.ll flap lift coefficient to aspect 
ratl.O 
ensitivi~.y of maximum flap lift coefficiunt to thicknes:, 
to chord r.:1tio (JFLTYP > 2) 
I II. 2 
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VARIABLE 
ALAl14X 
ALAM5 
ALAM5X 
ALAM5Y 
ALAM6 
ALAM6X 
ALAM6Y 
ALAM10 
ALAMll 
ALAM13 
ALAM14 
ALTFLP 
1I11NW 
AR 
ARDELF 
ARDELL 
TABLE III.2.11 SUBROUTINE FLAPS - INPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
sensitivity of maximum flap lift coefficient to thick-
ness to chord ratio (JFLTYP < 2) 
sensitivity of Il'.aximum flap lift coefficient to flap 
chord to ~hord ::atio (JFLTYP L 6) 
sensitivity of maximum flap lift coefficient to flap 
chord to chord rati0 (JFLTYP = 3, 4, 5) 
sensitivity of maxireum flap lift coefficient to flap 
chord to ch~rd ratio (JFLT~P = 1, 2) 
sensitivity of maximum flap lift coefficient to flap 
angle (JFLTYP > 6) 
sensitivity of maximum flap lift coefficient to flap 
angle (JFLTYP = 3, 4, 5) 
sensitivity of maximum flap lift coefficient to flap 
anglo (JFLTYP = 1, 2) 
sensitivity of maximum flap lift coefficient to flap 
span 
sensitivity of maximum slat lift coefficient to slat 
deflection 
sensitivity of maY-Unum slat lift coeffici~nt to slat 
span 
sensitivity of maximum lift coefficient to Reynolds 
number 
se~,si tivity of maximum lift coefficient to Mach number 
altitude at which flaps are retracted, it 
~rray of wing Mach numbers 
wing aspect ratio 
array of ratios of flap deflection to optimum deflection 
angle 
array of ratios of leading edge slat deflection to 
optimum deflection angle 
III.2 
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VARIABLE 
ARNW' 
ASIGMA 
1\Tc..'W 
1\WCFLl' 
B 
UENGOB 
BTEOB 
CBi\RW 
CHCLW 
CRl'll.)TW 
ELF 
UlA!' 
JFLTYf 
Sh'!-, 
TADUC 1It.2.11 SUBROUTINE FLAPS - INPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
,lrr,lV uf Hl','nulds munbers for Reynolds number corrl~ctlllll 
on CLMJ\.'\( 
drray of indllced drag correction f.actors 
arr<ly of taper ratios in table 
array of thickness ratios in table 
array of weight coefficients for different flap types 
wing span, ft 
frar-tion of span blanketed by wing mounted engine 
trailing l'dqc flap span divided by wing span 
mean aerodyn..uni.,:: chord of wing, ft 
flap chord divided by wing chord 
leading cdqc tlap chord diVided by wing chord 
wL.g root chord, ft 
quarter chord sweep angle, dog 
fuselage lenqth, ft 
:: I or 2; takl'off or approach r-onfiguration 
= I to 7, plain, split, slotted, etc., flap type 
refen'nce maximum lift coefficient 
induced drag correction factor, approach configu£ation 
induced drag c0rrection factor, landing configuratio~ 
induced drag correction factor, takeoff configuration 
wing taper ratio 
fuse la'll' width, ft 
II::.2 
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'rAnl..': III. 2.n SUBROUTINE FLAPS - I NPU'l.' 
VARIABLE 
SWI'I.1: 
SWl"l'E 
TC 
WGS 
DESCRIPTION 
1 e..ld 1. Il'J l'liq t' 
trailinq ed'll' 
winq avcr,lqc 
winq lo,lding 
SWl'I..'P ..lllqle, delJ 
!3Wc.'CP anqlc, dl'g 
thicknetis to chord 
in cruise, Ib per 
III. 2 
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ratio 
'lq ft 
TABLE I!I.2.12 SUBROU:'INE FLAPS - OUTPUT 
VARIABLE DESCRIPTION 
CIJ-1XAP 
Cl.MXLD 
CI..HXTO 
DCDAPP 
[)cDLD 
DeDOTE 
[)C[YI'l.) 
OCLJ\PP 
DCLLD 
DCLMTE 
DCLTO 
DEI.!'I) 
DELTEO 
DFLPLD 
VDELbA 
WCFI.J\P 
WLED 
\.JF[.J\P 
mdxilllum lift cocfficll'nt in appro.:lch configuration 
mLlXimum lift coefficient in landing configuration 
m.:u<.imum lift coefficient in takeoff configuration 
dr.:lg increment in approach configuration 
drag increment in landing configuration 
drag increment due to trailing edge flap 
drag incr0m~nt in takeoff configuration 
lift increm~nt in appro.:lch configuration 
lift increment in Idnding configuration 
lift increment due to tr.:liling edge flap 
lift increment in takeoff configuration 
fldp deflection, deq 
optimum f l.:lp th' flection, deg 
landing fLll' deflection, deg 
efficiency COITl'ction f.:lctor for approach flaps 
efficiency correction factor for landing flaps 
~fficicncy correction f.:lctor for takeoff flaps 
stall velocity, kts 
flap wei~ht trend coefficient 
weight of le.:lding edge device, Ib 
weight of flaps, Ib 
weight of high lift devices, lb. 
Ill. 2 
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VAR I ABLE 
CLM..XAP 
CLHXLD 
DELFDX 
TABt.E lIt. 2.13 SUBROUTINE APPFLP - INPUT (TURBOFAN) 
m.lXilnum 
maximwn 
m.iXimum 
DESCRIPTION 
lift 
lift 
flap 
c00ffici0nt, 
coefficient, 
deflection, 
III. 2 
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appro.lch configuration 
landing configuration 
deg. 
~ ....... --------.---------.- ~,.--~~-- -'-' --- -------._--_. -. ._. 
I 
VARIABLE 
DFLAP 
10K 
-
3 
TABLE I I I. 2. 14 SUBROUTINE APPFLP - OUTPUT 
DESCRIPTION 
approach flap deflection, deg 
= 0, 
::: 1, 
computation diverges 
computation converges 
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111.3 PROGRAMMERS MANUAL FOR AERODYNAMIC ROUTINES 
The function of the aerodynamic routines has been outlined in Volume 
111.1. Detailed flow charts and subroutine outlines are presented in the 
present volume. A list of inputs and outputs by the subroutine are available 
in Volume 111.2. 
111.3 
1 
111.3.1 Subroutine AERO -
Flat Plate and Wetted Areas, Profile Drag 
The function of this subroutine is the computation of equivalent flat 
plate areas, wetted areas, and profile drag for the basic aircraft in the 
cruise configuration. 
Figure 111.3.1 presents a detailed flow chart of subroutine AERO. 
Calculations performed are described in Volume 111.1 in the following 
sections: 
111.1.1 - Flat Plate and Wetted Areas 
111.1.1.1- Form Factors 
111.1.1.2- Skin Friction Coefficient 
111.1.1.3- Reynold's Number Correction 
111.1.1.4- Profile Drag Coefficient 
111.1.1.5- Wetted Areas and F.~.at Plate Areas 
II 1.1.1. 6- Concluding r.omputations 
Equations (111.1.1) to (111.1.43) can readily be identified in the detailed 
flow ch.lrt of thil" subroutine 
It I. 3 
2 
AERO o 
XCK~=CKN 
TC= ((TCR-SWF / R* (TCR- TCT}) * (1. -SWF /B* (1. -S1)I» + 
SL~f*TCT)/ (1, +SL~'-SWF/B(1, -5LM» 
<.0 2 .• 4. *TC\,T+240. *TC**4) *1. 03 '---.,-~~" ---"a______- -.~-~_~~=5;..:...~.:....;,.;;... ........ ...;;..;.,,;-
~---_..---i( (;1\\''1'= 2. +4. *TeVT + 2.t O. *TC\'T" 4 ) 
'""---~--" __ ._._ . - I 
=1 
) ~O 
4 
... 
CKIIT= {2, +4, *TeIlT+ 2·to. *TCIIT* * ·l} 
* ( 1 . +. 1 () * ( 1 . - SAIl) ) 
1-'-1_0_, _ ..... --ITCTCMX=, 40] 
'""-----~----" I .. 
IHI=S~I:--; '] 
--'--'-----..~- CF 1 ~=-, O(}ll3125*Dl •. 0(12~1~1 
CF (N= -. 000176*HI+. 002~)·1·1 
---....... ---tl CF l~:.::. OO,'?7 I 
i 
FrGUPE 111.3.1 - DETAILED FLOW CHART, SUBROUTINE AERO 
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AERO o 
C()WI=CFIN 
CUNI =CF IN 
CUFI=CFIN 
CIlVTI=CFIN 
emIT I =CF IN 
CnTlP=CF IN 
RI.~tC4:: I> J.MC 4 * • 01 H 5:\ 
T=S I N (RL~tC4) ICOS (RI.MC4) 
YAI.EOS= (I • - SI.M) I ( 1 . +SI.~1) 
()I~IPS=ATAN (T -4. I AI~ * (XCPS - . 2S) *y AI.£OS) *RTOO 
DIJ.fI'CX=ATAN (T -4. I AI{ * (XCTCMX - • 25) *YALEOS *RTOO 
SA2= - • B * (.65- XCPS) * ( 1. + . 0033 * (4. *[)LMPS- 3. *OLf.fTCX) ) 
RL~fLE::ATAN (T+YALE051 AR) 
fK::I./(I.+YAI.EOS/AR*4.*SLM**2) 
SAl:: (1. +.0033* (4. *OLMPS-3. *o~rrCX)) * (J . -1. 4*TC-. 06* (1. -XCPS)) -0368 
S,\3= ( 1.5 - 2. * FKH 2*S I N (RL~tLE) ** 2) *TC* (.5/3. ) 
SM=.7S*TC 
nEF=I{ELI*EI.F 
+ C 
"' 
:: 1 KCONF(; :HI-F=RELI*ELHC I 
.J 
+ 
FF R E:: (,\ 1.0(. 1 () ( REF) /7 . ) * * ( - 2 . 6) 
REW=REU*CB:\RW 
Fh'RF= (AL()(; 10 (RE\~) 17. ) * * (2. 6) 
FBMRE=O. 
+ C KCONF<~ 
"' 
=0 
.. 
.J 
~ 
[)BO()I\'=S:\B~1/3. 14/El.B~1 I 
+ 
") .... 0 CKB~1 rKBM:: 1 • +60. I (ELBM/DBOO~I) .*31 J 
~ .. . ft<ps* (ELB~lIpBOQm 
I 
REH~'= REI, I *E LB~I 
FB~mE= ('\L()(~ 1 () (REBM) /7. ) ** (- 2.6) 
. --- .. 
I F\IU=-() J , 
~ 
KNAC 
, ;2 
.J 
T 
~ __ ~ ______ ~::~o~ __ .-_____ ~ 
<0 t-~--..----tCKN=l. 5* (1. +. 351 (ELN/DBARN» 
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, 
• 
AERO o 
REN-RELI*ELN 
FNRE.(AlOGIO(REN)/7.)**(-2.6) 
t 
I rVTHE:O. I 
~ 
CBt\RVT ""\ aO 1 
~ . 
REV I=RELI ·CBRAVT 
rVTI~I::: (ALOG 1 0 (REVT) /7 • ) ** ( - 2.6) , -- -~ 
--
1 FlfTRI:=O. J 
( 
C 
C 
• 
CB.\IUlT ) =0 • " 
• RI:IIT=I~ELl ·CBARHT , 
FIITH!:= (ALOl; 1 (l (RElIT) /7. ) ** (- 2.6) 
+ 
-
.-
-
FI.TU£"O. J 
+ 
-9 STIP ) =0. • ... 
+ 
""\ ... o. O':TI' 
.J CKTP=1.+60./(AXIS/BXIS)**3.+.0025 
• - " * (AXIS/BXlS) 
Iwrp+HELI* AX IS 
FI.TIW=-(ALO(;10(RETP)/7. )**(-2.6) 
~ 
SA 5::.. (O-F*SF*C()FI*HRE+()ELFE)/5W+CKVT*SVT/SW*CDVTI*FVTRE+C KIIT* 
SIIT/ SW*Clllrr I * FIITRE+CKN* SN/SW*CDN I *FNRE+CKTP*STI P /SW*CDT I P 
* F I.TRE+ lll: Lcn+CKB~I* SWB"f/ Sh'*C()TI P* FSr.fRE , 
GlUT "\ 
.J 
i 
NSC 
"' 
J 
• I(;IWRG ""\ 
.J 
• 
GI{FE ""\ 
.J 
• 
=0. 
• 
= 11. 
=1 
=0. 
4 
~ 
III. 3 
5 
~ I (;RIlRt;= 1 . I I 
: GRFE=O. I 
, 
: CI{FE=. 0032*WG**. 8 J 
._ J 
( 
AERO o 
IC;RC~=O. ) I WRITE (6)CKW, 
• 
CKVT ,COO, CleF, 
""\ -I CKN,CKTI' .CKBM, KWrtlTE J DELFE 
-
-...... f··- , 
-
KWlt ITE 
"' 
-0 
.1 T WR ITE (6)CDWI _I AC LS i • I'" 1 • KWCD • 
""\ ~O KWCO ACDCDR .• I=l.KWCD J 1 
l 
---
........... 
• SAh:CKI,* FI~RE 
SI~ETF:SF +SWBW 
SWETW::: 2 •• *SW- 2. *CBARW*SWF* (1. -. S*SWF IB+. S*SLM*SWF/B) I (1. +Sl.M) 
SWET\'::: 2. *SVT 
SWETII=2. *SIIT 
SWI:TIC=[II.SWSW*SW 
S\\I:T= SWETF + SN+ ST 1 P+SWETW+SWETW+SWETH+SWETIC 
ITW;.:SI~*C[)WI "'CK'''*FWRE 
FEF=CKF*SF*CDF 1* FFRE+DELFE+CKB~I*SWBM*CDTlP*FBMRE 
FI;\"I''''C K\'T* SVT *C[)VT 1* FVTRf 
I'L~=(,KN*SN*C1)N '*FNRE 
III.'P.'" >= III ,I.cn· SW 
FE= Fl:W+ FEF + FI:VT + FEIIT+FEN+ FETP+DLTAFE 
CIlPO=(FE-FEW)/SW 
+ 
""\ -") :COPO=(FE-FEW-PEN)/SW KNAC - .. 
.J 
~. .. 
CDP\\'=F!:W/sw 
SEE= 1 • / ( 1 • 03S+ 1. 19* AR* (CDPW/ (COS (RLMC4» * * 2+COPO» 
SAi=1./(3.141S926*SEE*AR) 
t 
""\ STIr 1 
• 
""'\ IGEAR 
.1 
t 
CBARF=FE/SWET I 
~ 
RETURN 
>0. 
#0 
IIL3 
6 
,SA7/(.S*BXIS/B+l.) 
~FE=FE+GRFr: 1 
1 
1 
II 1.3. 2 Subroutine UROUT -
Drag Polar. 
Subroutine A!ROUT print. and plots low and high .peed drag polara uaing 
.ubroutine. CLIFT and DRAG to dete~ine angle-of-attack or lift coefficient 
and drag coeff.icient. Standard .ystem graphics routines are employed to 
prepare plot. including 
Subroutine PLOTS - Plot Initializer 
PLC'l' - Plotting Routine 
i.INAXS - Linear Axis 
SYMBOL - Symbol Drawer 
SPLINE - Spline Fit 
NUMBER - Number Drawer 
RSTR - System Restoration 
A detailed flow chart for subroutine AEROUT is presented in Figure 111.3.2. 
A discussion of this routine's function is presented in Section 111.1.2. 
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~------~------~ y I F (EM CRU • LT. . 5) 
WRIT :(6) 
WRITE(6) 
CL 
y 
AER01JT 
• EQ. 3) 
N 
o 
CALL CLIFT(4,ALPHA,CL, 
ALPHLO,CLALPH,H~B,AR, 
DLMC4,Xr:M) 
CALL DRAG(l,XEM,H~B,CL, 
y 
EMO,CD) 
WRITE(6) XF.M, 
CD,ZL(6D, 
CLALPH,ALPHA 
y 
N 
RETURN 
FIGURE 111.3.2 - DETAILED FLOWCHART, SUBROUTINE AEROUT 
III.3 
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KK-KK+l 
ALPHA"Al.PHA+2.0 
ALPHAP=ALPHA 
CALL CL 1 FT (1 L, ALPHA ,~CL( IL» 
CALL DRAr.(ID,XEH,H0B,~CL(IL), 
EHD,QlCD(lI.» 
ACLl(IL,KK) .. QlCL(IL) 
ACDI (IL,l(t\) '"'QlCD( IL) 
ADfUT o 
fLfD(IL)·fCL(IL)/~CD(IL) 
IF(ALF \ .~E. ALPHAP) 
WRITE(6) ALPHA,lIIcL(l), 
fCD(1),lIIcIll0(1),IIICL(2), 
IIICD(2) ,1111.1110(2) ,IIICL(3) , 
~CD(3) ,~L0D(3) 
y 
~-----------------------~,~~------------------------~ 
III.3 
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AER0UT 
y 
CALL PL~TS (10) 
CALL PL~T(O. ,-1.-3) , 
IF(EMCRU .LT. 50) y 
IF(ACD(I.J) .GT. r,DMAX) 
N 
CDMAXI-CDMAX1+.05 
IF(CDMAXI .GT. CDMAX) 
N 
y 
y 
III.3 
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o 
RETURN 
CALL LINAXS(1.7S,6.25,7.75,lO.2S,.12S,-l, 
lO,l,O.4,.9,2,lO,TITLE1) 
CALL LINAXS(1.75,6.25.7.75,lO.2S,.12S,l,lO, 
l,O.,CDMAX1,l.3.10.ATDRAG) 
CALL SYMB~L(3.6,lO.30,O.2,TITLE2,O.,20) 
AACD(J)-ACD(I.J) 
IF(AACD(ID) .GT. AACD(ID-l» 
N 
III.3 
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y 
o 
o 
! 
IF(AACD(8) .EQ. AACD(l» N.-______________________ __ 
. 
CALL SPLINE(ID.AM.AACD.Al.A2,A3) 
X-2.95 
Y-6. 25+4. O*AACD(l) /CDMAXI J 
~------~,----~ 
r-------~------~Y IF(EM .GT. AM(ID» ...... -----..01 .. 
N 
X-l.75+12.*(EM-O.4) 
Y-6.25+4.0*S(EM.ID,AM,AACD,Al.A2.A3)/CDMAXl 
III.3 
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CALL NUMBER(X.Y.O.l.ACL(I),O.,l) 
Y 
y 
IF(ACD1(I.J) .GT. CDMAX) 
III.3 
13 
o 
CALL SYMBfL(7.2S,Yl,O.lS, 
TCL.O.,lO) 
CDMAX"ACDl(I,J) 
Ir(ACL1(I,J) .GT. CLKAXX) 
CDMAX2-CD~1AX2+0. 05 
IF(CDMAX2 .GT. CDMAX) 
N 
CLMAX-CLMAX+O.5 
IF(CLMAX .GT. CLMAXX) 
N 
IF(CM .LT. ACLI(I,l) 
N 
III.' 
14 
o 
, 
CLHAXX-ACLl(I,J) 
· ,I 
CA 1.1. 1.1 N {I X S ( I • 7 OJ • 1 • '2') • 7 . 7') • ') •• ' ') •• 1 2°, , - I , I 0 , ) ,() •• 
('Il~li\X.', 1,10, I'IlHi\C) 
(' fI 1.1. I. I NI\ X~; ( I . /', , I . .", , 1 . 7', , " . .' ') •. I.", , I , I (), ) ,( '~1 • 
(,I.NflX, I, IO,'i'L1FT> 
CALI. Snm~LO. h, '). 10, () . .', T IT I.E I, O. ,20) 
CALL Sn!B~L(4.I),4.H'),O.I,TITI.E4,(). ,211) 
CALL SYMB~L(4.(),4.1().().1 ,'1 I !'I!:'),O. ,11') 
1\.\( ill ( I) il III ( I • I) 
,\ '( I ( I) ',I I ( I • I I 
I F ( AA C I. ( III ) . ( , I. .\ ,\ ( , I. ( I n - 1) ) 
y 
y 
o 
II 1. l 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
01'" POOR QUALITY 
AERfUT 
CALL SPLINE(ID.AACL.AACD1.A1,A2,A3) 
DELCL-(AACL(ID)-AACL(1»/25. 
CL1-AACL(1)-DELCL 
IC-O 
y 
CLl-CLl+DELCL 
CD1-S (CLl. I D.AACL .AACD1,A1,A2 ,A3) 
X-I. 7S+6.0*CD1/CDMAX2 
Y-l.25+4.0*(CL1-CM)/(CLMAX-CM) 
Z-Y 
IF(l .EQ. 1 .AND. IC .EQ. 1) Y 
Ne-----------------------------~ 
IF(l .EQ. 2 .AND. IC EQ. 1) 
IF(I .EQ. 1 .AND. IC .EQ. 1) 
N 
y 
~---tlN CALL SYMB0L (XP I, Y ,0,1, 
XCLEAN, o. ,10) 
III, 3 
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, 
I 
I 
1'(1 .EQ. 2 .AND. IC 
ABS(DELY) .LT .• 1) 
N 
IF(Y .EQ. 2 .AND. IC .EQ. 1) 
N 
IF(I .EQ. 3 .AND. Ie .EQ. 1) 
lII.3 
17 
Z·Y-.1S 
CALL SYMB0L(XP1,Y,O.l, 
XTAK,O.,10) 
CALL SYMB0L(XP1,Y,O.1, 
XLAND,O.,lO) 
o 
111.3.3 Subroutine APPPLP -
Plap Application Routine 
This subroutine controls the flap setting calculation ueinc) subroutine 
FLAPS to compute lift associated with a given flap sett1nq and ITRMHW to 
iterate for the desired flap setting. Wh~n c,onvergence cannot be obtained, 
flaps are set to the landing position. Refer to Section 111.1.3.4 for 
additional details. A flow chart for subroutine APPFLP is presented in 
Figure III.3.3. 
III.3 
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APPI'LP 
NPCJ-NPC 
NPC-4 
IOK-O 
DELFDX-10. 
ERROR-999. 
F-1.1 
rF-!. 01 
JC-O 
JX-O 
~IW(ERROR,ERRM1,DELFDX,F FF JC JX) 
N Y ~ ____ ~ ~--~---1 
DELFDX.GE.O.O WRITE(6) 
NPC=NPCJ 
DFLAP=DELFDX 
FAILED TO FIND 
FLAP SETTING 
USE LANDING 
FLAP VALUE 
L-________ ~------~.~U~ 
FIGURE III. 3.3 
DETAILED FLOW CHART, SUBROUTINE APPFLP 
IlL3 
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.. _,,---------------------,----------
• i • 
111.3.4 Subroutlna CL1PT -
Wing Alo~e Lift Coefficient 
Thie eUbroutine comput.e wing alone lift coefficient at a fiven ang1e-of-
attack. Methodology is deecribed 1n Section Ill.l.2.1 of thie report. A 
detailed flow chart of the calculations is'presented in Figure 111.3.4. 
Equations 111.1.54 to 111.1.65 of the referenced section can readily be 
identified in the flow chart. 
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,----------- --- ----
CLI" 
KCLGE-I.O 
DELCL-O.O 
CLMAX-2. 
Rl~4·DLMC4*.0174S 
Cla(AR/(2.*COS(RLMC4»l**2. 
C2=1.-(EM*COS(RLMC4»**2. 
CLALPH-(3.1416)/(1.+SQRT(I.+CI*C2» 
• ( "'\ .. lor4 , ILlfT 
.J 
• ( ILIFT ""\ -2or5 J 
+ • ( I l.I Ff 
"' 
-30r6 
""- DELCL-DCLLD 
-' ~ CLMAX-CLMXLD 
+ 
DELCL=f)CLTO 
C()tAX=CLMXTO 
• 
• 
( 1I0B 
"' 
<20. IC3=EXP~S.2*(I.-HOB))J J 
.~ 
I C3=(). I 
~ 
KCLGE~I.005+(.00211-.0003*(AR-3.»*C3 I 
t 
C ILIFT "' >3 ISO , 
-+ ~LOGE=ClALPH*. 0174533* (ALPHA-ALPI~LO) +DELCL I 
+ ( elm;E ""' ~CLMAX 
.J 
r \... V'-r 
ALPHA=ALPlfLO+ «CLMAX-DELCL) I (CLALPII*. 0174533» I 
~- -
~L= KCLGE *CLAL.PII* . 0174533* (ALPHA-ALPULO) +DELCL J 
.. 
-I -
CLOGE= (CL-f)ELCL)/KCLGE+I1ELCL I 
.~ ( CLQ(;E ) >C1J.tAX ~ 
+ 
ALPHA= (CL-OEl.CL) I (KClGE*CALPH*. 0174533) +ALPHLO I 
-
+ FIGURE 111.3.4 - DETAILED FLOWCHART RETIIRN SUBROUTINE CLIFT 
111.3.5 Subroutine CTABR -
Lift and Drag in Cruise Plight 
Thia subroutine determines lift coefficient to aupport the aircraft 
in cruide flight together with the associated drag coefficient. Subroutine 
C'l'AER employs subJ"')utiJ'\e TPA!.T to obtain atmospheric properties in the cruise 
flight condition. Subroutine CLIFT provides lift coefficient, subroutine 
AERO provides p~ofile drag, and subroutine DRAG computes induced drag and 
compressibility drag. The computations of suDroutine CTAER are discussed in 
some detail in Section 111.1.3 and Equations (111.1.71) to (111.1.74) of 
that section can be identified in the detailed flow chart of Figure III.3.S. 
IlI.3 
2" 
, 
, 
WGTO=WG 
WGLG=WGS 
SREF=WGTO/WGLG 
W=WGTO*RWCRTO 
f !EF_:"'s_w_~ 
, 
=1 
CTAER 
o 
:ALL CLI FT( 4 ,AD,CLREQ,ALPHLO,CLAPH.HOB.DLMC4 .SMN) 
RIJ.1C~ =OLMC4 * .01745 
CL=CLREQ 
l,SMN,lfOB,CL,EMD,CD) 
FIGUPE III. 3.5 - DETAILED FLOW CHART SUBROU'l'INE CTAER 
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C 
( 
_w_=---~--· ~ ,...' 
CTAER 
t 
ZL-CL*.7*PO*SMN*SMN*SREF 
ZLQO=CL/CO 
ORG=ZL/ZLQO 
OMACH=E~O 
H=HN 
t 
INDFP 
1-
<WRITE 
RETUKN 
"\ = 1 
J 
'\ >0 
J 
, 
III.3 
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o 
.----4 WRITE (6)AO, 
ZL,ZLQO,HN,SMN 
""""'" -
J """ 
111.3.6 Subroutine DaAG -
Induced and Compres8ibility Drag 
subroutine DRAG computes the total aircraft drag coefficient with or 
without f14PS deployed. The methodology is presented in Section 111.1.2.2 
of this report. Flight condition is sele~ted through the indicator IDRAG. 
Equations (111.1.66) to (111.1.70) can be identified in the detailed flow 
chart of Figure 111.3.6. Several of the coefficients appearing in these 
equations are obtained ~y interpolation in tabulated values using subroutine 
ITRLN which is the only subroutine called by DRAG. 
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1 
VDEL6-1.0 
DELCL=O. 
OELCOF .. O. 
OELCOG=O. 
CKW=CKWX 
SIGMA=1.0 
DRAG 
o 
SIGMA=SIGMTO 
=5 or =4 
=3 or =6 SIGMA=SIGMI.O 
t-=_8~-.. ___ -tS I GMA:::S IGMAP 
<: 
=EMO J-....;...~--... --t2 
SA3+SA4*CL**2)/lO.)**(1./3.») 
RETURN 
~_<~6~O_'--~~~--<D 
....... ------' 
FIGURE I II. 3.6 - DETAILED FLOWCHART SUBROUTINE DRAG 
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DRAG o 
~(EMD.((SA3.SA4·CL··2)/10.)··(1./3.» 
1------. RETURN 
"'0 
>.6 and <EMD 
> 
=EMD 
4~----~---+---------------'----------
=0 
CALL ITRLN(ACLS.ACDCDR.CLS.CDCDR.KWCD) 
--1_-41 CD=CD+CDNAC 
rrrTINi~o\----... RETURN 
15 ..... --.... ---d. 
DELCL=DCLTO 
VDEL6=VOEL6T 
DELCDF=DCDAPP 
DELCL=DCLAPP 
VDEL6=VDEL6A 
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DELCDF=DCDLD 
DELCL=DCLLD 
VDE6=VDEL6L 
DRAG o 
DELCDG-O.O 
-8 
KCDIG~=1.11+S.SS*(HOB)-SQRT(29.8*«H08+.02)··2) •• 817)1 
=0 
CD=SAS+SA6+DELCDF+DELCDG+SA7*KCDIGE* CL-SIGMA*[JELCL **2/VDEL6 
=1 
RETURN 
IlI.3 
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CD=CD+CDNAC t 
111.3.7 Subroutine FLAPS -
Flap Charac\'.erist.lcs Routine 
Subroutine FLAPS computes flap lift and drag incrementa for several 
flap types using the methods outlined in Section 111.1.4.1. The routine 
also has the ability to compute flap weight chara~teristics b:' the method 
of Sect!on 111.1.4.2. 
A det~iled flow chart for subroutine FLAPS is presented in Figure Ill.3.7. 
The first two-and-oHe-half pages of this routine are mainly concerned with 
computation of the factors VLAMl to VLAM14 (Section 111.1.4.1) which enter 
into the maximwn lift coefficient computation. ~hese factors are obtained 
by table look-ups using subroutine ITPLN. This is followed by computation of 
the flap efficiency factors on Pages 3 and 4 of the detailed flow chart. 
Page 5 of the flow ct,art primarily computes flap weights and geometrical 
characteristics. When NPC m 4, the routine transfers directly to the bottom 
of Page 6 at Statement 150 where allowable approach flap characteristics 
are determined. 
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I I 
I FLAP 
FLAPS o 
KICKER KWRITE WRITE (6) 
KICKER J-~~"""" WRITE (6) 
-0 
J-....... O-----II~-_I[)ELTFf' :.LTO(JFLTVP) I 
J--=...:;O_-..... ---IDG)OTE=ADCDOT (JFL TYP) I 
__ . __ ~.i 
=0 
AAHW, ALANl, AR, VLAt-Il, NARW) 
A'!'CW ,AI.AM2 ,TC, VI.N>12 ,NTCW) 
~2 CAU. lTRI.N(ATCW,ALAt-l4X,TC.VLAM4,NTCW) 
:-2 1--.-;.---"" CALI. ITI{LN (ATCW, ALAM4. TC, VLAM4, Inew) 
CALL lTl{LN (ACFOC ,AI.N>15Y ,nUl:. VI.AM~,. NCFOC) 
4 
~ 3 and ~ S'JII!III!III!II!~I1!1!1!1!1!1~"'~"'...-J"'~~!!11111""''''''''''!W''''' 
...------1 CA 1.1. 
> 
=6 t--"'::'--~ CALL lTIH.N (ACFOC, AI.AMS, CFOe, \,I.A~IS. "d'()C) 
~2 
~ CA 1.1. ITIU.N ( ADI: LF D , A I.A~lh Y , (II: 1.1' II • V I N·III • N Ill: 1.1: Il) 
~-""~~~~-4----=~--...... -.-. I 4 ,. 
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FIe-URE III. 3.7 
DETAILED FLOWCHART SUBROUTINE FLI\PS 
FLAPS o 
> < ( JFLTYP ,\, 013 and -S CALL ITRLN(ADELFD,ALAM6X,DELFD,VLAM6,NDELFD)1 
.I • 
t 
> ( JFLTYP '\ -6 .. .CALL ITRLN (ADELFD ,AWlt} , DELFD, VLA.'lh ,NllELFD) J 
.J 
t 4 
ICAlL ITRlN (ABTEOB ,ALAM7 ,BTEOB, VLN-t7 ,NBTEOB) I 
~ 
VLN-t8= (COS (R(1\IC4) ) **3. 
VLN-19=b. bS*CLEOC 
RDELL=DEllED/DELLEO 
~ 
ICAlL ITRlN (ARDELL,AWIl D, ROELL, VLAMI u,NROELL) I 
~ 
DBALE=SWF/SQRT(2.) 
BLEOB~l.-DBALE!B 
+ 
ICALL I TRLN (AIlL!:;)!!, ALAMll ,BI.EOB, VLAMll, NBLEOB) I 
t 
SWI'L12=SWPLE- S. /57.296 
VLN-1l2= (COS (Sk'PL12» ** 3. 
CROBL=CROOTW/ELF 
UBAQC=()BALE 
FWCI3=DBAQC/B 
NERPT=lS 
~ 
LeAL!. BIV(llELCLF,FWOB,CROBL,AFWOB,ACROBL,AOELCL,NFWOB,NCROBL,NER)J 
• ( NEI{ "\ 11 .-@ 
.J 
+ 
CALI. TPALT(ALTFLP,CALT,PO,FKALT,TO,G,XKV) I 
+ ERIU>1l = 1. 
F= 1. 1 
FF=l.Ol 
JC=O 
.JX=D 
SA=49.1*~QRT(TO) 
CLMX=RCLMAX 
• ( DELLEO 
" 
~o 
• -l-CLMX.RCLMAX+OCLM~ .J I 
+ • II!. 3 
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• Maximum 
Coeffic 
24 
Lift 
ient 
Fi.APS 
QI-WGS/CLMX 
PO·PO*144. 
SMN-SQRT(Ql/0.7/PO) 
VK-SMN*SA/l.689 
.. .L 
( 
"" 
<0 VK :VK-O. , 
.I 
, 
- . 
St-tN=VK* I. 68~/SA 
QI=O.7*PO*Sr.tN*SMN 
CLr.tX=WGS/QI 
~~W=CBARW*VK·l.689/XKV 
RNW=RNW/IOOOOO. 
~ 
CAl.L ITIH.N (AHNW, ALM1l3,RNW, VLAM13,NRNW) I 
t 
ICALL ITR LN (AMM\ , A LN-114 , Sr.IN, V LMtl4 , Nr.tNW) I 
+ 
C L~tAX- (I{CIJ.IAX *V !.Ar.ll ·VLN-12+DCIJ.frE *VLN-t:)*VLAM4 ·VLAM5*VLAM6*VLAM7* 
VL\M8+DCLMLE*VLN-19*VLAMI 0*VI.N-111 'VWU2) *VLAM13*VI.AM 14+DELCLF 
EIOWR=CLr.IAX-C •. MX 
+ WI{ I TE «() ElmUR ,/.:IOU-II, ( = I KWI{ I TE ~ VK ,C!.MAX ,CLMX, VLAM13, 
,- -. V LMI14 , RNW , SMN , J C 
< 
( ABS (ERROR) '\ =.005 25 
..I 
+ 
,CALL lTlU-UH\'(ERROR,cRRMl, VK,F,FF ,JC,JX) , 
, 
( .Ie "'\ >10 ,@ 
..I ~ 
+ < ( .1Ft TYP )~ • , CALL ITRLN(ACFOC,ADELIY ,CFOC, VOELl,NCFOC) J 
I • 
( 
" 
>2 JHTYP ..,- L CALL ITRLN(ACFOC,AIlELl,CFOC, VIlI.J.l,NCFOC) ] 
..I 
~- 4 . 
I RDELF=IlELFD/DELTEO J 
1 
CALL lTIH.N (AIWELF, ADEL2, RDELF, VDEL2 ,NRDELF) J 
+ 
ICALL B I V (VIIEL3, BTI:UB, SLr.l, ABFOB, ASLM, AIJEI.3, NBFOB, NS1.M, NER) , 
+ 
C NI:I{ "'\ 11 .. ® ...I 
+ III. 3 
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FLAPS o 
TSWPFH-TAN(SWPTE)+4.*CFOC*(TAN(RLMC4)-TAN(SWPTE»/3. I , 
SWPFUL-ATAN(TSWPFH 
NERPT-19 
VDEL4=COS(SWPFftL) 
NERPT=20 
VDEL5..,1.O-FWOB 
~ . 
I CALL ITRLN(AUELFU,ADEL6,DELFD,VDEL6,NDELFD) 1 
( 
( 
( 
( 
( 
~ 
C(lO=SAAS+SA6*CFIN 
CL~tNttL=RCLMAX*VLAMl *VLAM2*VLAM13*VLAM14 
CDAC~'=CDO+DCOOTE*VDELI *VDEL2*VDEL3*VDEL4*VDELS 
+(C~tL**2)/(VDEL6/SA7) 
OCL=DCLMfE*VLAt-t3*VLAt-14 *VLAt-15*VLAM6*VLAM7*VLAMS*VLAMl 3*VI.AM14 
DCD=OCDOTE*VOELl*VDELZ*VOELS*VDEL4*VOELS 
~ 
IFLAP 
""" 
::2 
..I , 
CL~1XTO=C~1AX 
DCLTO=DCL 
OCDTO=OCD 
VOEL6T=VOEL6 
• CALL ITRLN(AOELFD,ASIGMA,DELFD.SIGMTO,lS) 
+ 
=0 r 
" "0 KICKER "' KWRITE .J \... 1 
• ~ =0 K ICKEI{ 1 I 
~ .. 
KWR HE '\ tlO 
.1 
t 
"""\ =, I F1.AP 
.1 80 
t 
CLMXD=C!.MAX 
DFLPI.II=DELFD 
O(L1.O=IICL 
nCIII.()::./)CD 
VilE Ltd .=\'Ill: L6 
+ 
C,\1.1. 1'I RI.N(AIII·.LFO,ASIGMA,OELFD,SIGMLD.15)1 
+ III. 3 
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I 
WRITE (6) CLMXTO, 
VK,DELFD,OF:LLED, 
DCLTO,OCoTO 
WRITE (6 )CLMXTO, 
VK,()ELFn,()ELLED, 
DCLTO, DCDTO 
...... 
FLAPS 
o WRITE (6) CUNXMD , 
~r...;;.. __ ""_--I VK, DELr~, DELLED, 
~--~~"~~----~--~DCLLD,~~;D~L~ __ .. 
80r---;:::;;;t..,.,.IB"!"!!fP.fIIIP.f!I!II!~....-!""";:;;=;;::---' 
.-SLM *FWOB-
(l.-SLM)*BTEOB)*(BTEOB-FWOB-OENGOB»/.2 
~O SFlAP .. O. 
SAIL=«CFOC*CRCLW*B)*(SLM+l.-(l.-SLM)*OTEOB)*(l.-BTEOB»/2. 
SLE=(CCLEOC*CRCLW*O)*Cl.-(DBALE/B)*(SLM-l.)+SLM)*BLEOB)/2. 
SBOXa (1.0-CFOC-CLEOC)*CRCLW*O*(1.0+SLM)/2. 
SENG= (CFOC*CRCLW*B* (1. 25- FWOO+SLM* (FWOB+O. lS) j *BENGOB) /2. 
STE=SFlAP/3.+SENG+0.15*SAIL 
~IO=PO/CS3.32*G*TO) 
VSTALl=.59 
VflAP=I.S*VSTALL 
.-=-.,;1~ .... --t WFLAP=WCFLAP* (VFLAP/I00.) **2. 
""'---r-~~~-............ ---I *SFLAP*FLAPN** (-. S) 
=2 
> < 
=3 and =5 
~6 .---~-- WFLAP=WCFlAP* (VFLAP/ 100. ** 2.38 
""'---~~~~--.. ----- *SFLAP** 1 . 19/ (F LAPN* * . 595 
>160 .. WFLAP=WCFLAP*SFLAP* (VI·LAl'**2. 195) 
----J-=~~--..... -_I /45180. 
~-------------------~ < =160 
~~~.~~~---------.. ~  WLEO:.:3.2S*SL!:**1.13 
MILDEV=WFLAP+WlED 
.. WFLAP=WCFLAP*SHAP*O.369 I 
*VFLAP**O.2733 
I FLAP 
.. 
=1,2.3,4,5,6,7 
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--------.... ..... ---~- -_ .. _ .. - ---'--"-." '-'-'_. 
PWS 
DELLED o 
I FLAP 
KWRITE DELLED o 
~_~ "WRITE ;1 
~-. . 
WR ITE (6) AR. TC. CFOC. DELFD. BTEOD, 
RlJ.tC4 • SWPLE. CLEOC, DELLED. RNW. SMN, SWPHL, 
FW08.DELCLF.CLMAX,CDO.CDACLM,C~~HL, 
RCLMAX. DCDOTE. CROSL. V FLAP • VLAf.tl, VLAM2, 
V LAf.t3 • V LAM4 • V LAMS. V LAM6 • V LAM7 • V LAMS, 
VLAf.19. VLN>tl O. VLAf.ll 1 • VL~tl2 • VLAM13, VLAMI4. 
WFLAP.WLED.VDELl.VDEL2.VDEL3.VDEL4,VDELS, 
VUH6,SFl.AP,SAIL,SLE,SBOX,SENG,STE,CLE 
.-..... ...rWiUTIi~~-L--oIIII~WR ITE (6) 99 
NERPT.NER 
o 
WRITE (6)DELTEO. 
DCOO'E ,DCooTE • 
SFLAP.WFLAP 
WIlITE(6)DELLEO. 
DCLMLE. SLE. WLE. D 
KWRITE WRITE(6) 
RETURN 
NERPT=6 
DELFDJ=DELFD 
!'lELFO=DELFDX 
~2 
.,.--=-...... --1 CALL ITRLN(ADELFD.ALAM6Y, DE!.FD. VLN>16,NDELFD) 
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FLAPf, o 
JFLTYP 
> < 
-3 and -S ' C4LL ITRLN(ADELFD,h'.AM6X,DELFD, VLAM6,NDELFDJ 
CALL ITRLN ADELFD,ALAM6,DELFD,VLAM6,NDELFD 
X= RC I 
VLAM7*VLAM8+DCLMLE*VLAM9*VLAMIO*VLAMll*VLAM12) 
*VLAM13*VLAM14+DELCLF 
RDELF=DELFD/DE',1 ~O . 
CALL ITRLN(ADELFU,ADEL6,DELFD,VDEL6,NDELFD) 
UCL=DCLMTE*VLAM3*VLAM4*VLAM5*VLAM6*VLAM7*VLAM8*VLAMI3*VLAMI4 
DCD=DCDOTE*VDEL1*VDEL2*VDEL3*VDEL4*VDELS 
CLMXAP=CLMAX 
DCLAPP=DCL 
DCDAPP=DCC 
VEL6A=VDEL6 
(:ALL ITRL:<J (ADELFD,ASIGMA,DEtFD,SIGMAP, IS) 
RETURN 
~, 
J 
C 
--. 
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